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Social insurance is a ccmfulsory insurance program,
which is now comjiicnly applied throughout the world-
Indonesia has also adopted social insurance progranis, which
for the flilitary personnel is nanaged by a government insur-
ance ccmpa'ny called flEUM ASABBI- This thesis analyzes the
social insurance benefits provided for the Indonesian mili-
tary personnel, particularly the benefits from the savings
aspect of the insurance progran. The present value method
is applied to calculate the contributions made by a hypo-
thetical military officer and the benefits he would be enti-
tled. Based on this analysis, recommendations are suggested
for a tetter and fairer benefit scheme, while not threat-
ening the continuity cf the company's operation.
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I- I^IfiODOCTION
A. SCCIAX INSOEAHCE
lESUxance in modern society is an important eccroniic
tool wiich has the fcllowing multiple uses: [Hef- 1]
1- introducing security into personal and business situ-
ations,
2. providing a desirable means of saving and a means of
capitalizing earning power,
3. safeguarding beneficiaries from bankruptcy or
poverty, while serving tc eliminate their dependency on
ethers as a result oi such situations, and
U. promoting economic development.
Insurance institutions have taken two basic fcrms of
ownership : private and public. Private insurance consists
of all types of coverage written by privately organized
groups, while public or social insurance includes all types
of coverage written by governmental bodies. Theoretically,
social insurance is urlikely tc exist without the support of
the government, since no private insurers would have the
capability of managing and financing the large populations
covered by such insurance.
Ihe aain text of this thesis will include both a discus-
sion and comparison of social insurance as it was conceived
and as it now exists in the United States, and the social
insurance systei which is presently being implemented in
Indonesia. The purpose for analyzing social insurance is to
determine whether or not the social insurance system which
presently exists in Indonesia as it relates to military
personnel is fair tc both the company and its members.
Specifically I plan to analyze the benefits provided by
PERUM ASAEBI using tl€ present value aethod to determine its
fairncss-
Ibe Social Security Act, one example of the implementa-
tion cf a social insurance plan, was launched in 1935 by the
United States Government. The Act was put into effect at a
time when puMic expenditures to counter want and dependency
were heavily weighted iiy the demands resulting frcm long
continued mass unemployment and exhaustion of personal and
commurity resources. This time, of course, was during the
early years of the great depression. Since that time prac-
tically every American has become either a beneficiary, a
contributor, or a dependent of a contributor- [fief. 2]
B. SCCIAl INSOBAUCE IB INDONESIA
Indonesia, one of the young developing countries with
its own particular social and economic problems, has adopted
compulsory social insurance plans. The plans are managed by
three government owned* companies, i.e. :
1. lEEDM TASPEN (Perusahaan Umum TaiDungan dan Asuransi
Sosial Pegawai Negeri or the Public Company of Saving and
Social Insurance for Government Servants) was estaiDlished in
1963 with the issuance of Government Regulation No 10. This
lAn Indonesian Government Owned Company, called
PEROSAHAAN NEGARA,is a corporation in any form wnose entire
capital is owned by the government. The specification of
PERUSAHAAN NEGARA can be in the form of:
a. PERUSAHAAN JAWATAN or PERJAN, a government owned
compaEy under the ordinance of "Indoneische Bedryvenwet"
,
1927. Exp. PERUSAHAAN JAWAIAN KERETA API {The Railroad
Company)
.
b. PERUSAHAAN UMUK or PERUM, a government owned company
under the ordinance of The Government Regulation as
Substitute Law No. 19, 1360. Exp, PERUM ASABRI (The Public
Company of Saving aid Social Insurance for the Indonesian
Armed Foices).
c. PERUSAHAAN PERSEEOAN or PERSERO, a corporation in
which the government possesses certain shares, while its
legal entity is under the ordinance of the Business lawbook,
1847. Exp. PT. SEMEN GRESIK (PERSERO) (The Government
Corporation of Cement Gresik) - £Ref. 3 J
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regulaticD ret^iuires that all fersons on government payroll
automatically become members of the program, [fief- 4] Its
coverage includes:
a. a saving insurance program,
t. a life insurance program.
2-PZEUM ASTEK (ferusahaan Umum Asuransi Sosial Tenaga
Kerja or the Public Company of Social Insurance for
Manpower) was estatlisiied in 1977 with the issuance of
Government fiegulation No 33, This is a social insurance
plan for private worJ^ers (those who do not work for the
government and are net likely to become members of two above
mentioned social insurance companies) . P£EJM AST£K is
managed under the supervision of the Department of Manpower
and Transmigration, and has benefit scnemes covering;
a- a labor accident risk insurance program,
bm mutual saving and life insurance programs.
3. PEBUM ASABfil (Perusahaan Umum Asuransi Sosial
Angkatan Bersenjata Eepublik Indonesia or the Public Company
cf Saving and Social Insurance for the Indonesian Armed
Forces) was enacted in 197 1. Separated from PEBUM lASPEN,
it was established with the issuance of Government
EegulaticnNo 44. Its intent is to operate a social insur-
ance plan for military personnel and civilians serving in
the Department of Defense- £Ref- 5] Its coverage is the
same as fEBDM TASPEN:
a. a saving insurance program,
t. a life insurance program.
PEBUM ASABEI is managed under the supervision of the
Department of Defense, having the characteristics of
providing death insurance benefits, besides the general
characteristics cf a saving program. Its limited members
and tie contribution being received by the company is a part
of the interesting management features.
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C. lEE ISSOES
E€aliziiig the fact that PEfiOM ASABRI is still very
young, and the benefit scales have iaeen reassessed many
times to meet the "fairness" of the compensation, freguent
questions asked by memJaers are: What is the criteria of
fairness that is used to calculate the benefit amount? Is
the company's ability to pay the benefits the single consid-
eration in determining benefit amounts? Members argue that
money today is worth more than it will be tomorrow, espe-
cially because of tie high inflation and interest rates.
Ihey always think in term of saving their money rather than
contributing it to a social insurance program. No one will
argue against the mandate of the social insurance program,
since tie contribution they made in the form of salary
deduction is ccnsideied reasonable. Hhat is at issue is the
guestion of fairness of the benefits amount in ccjtparison
with the ccapulsory contributions made.
Another guestion being raised is whether PEfiUM ASABRI
will ever go bankrupt or find itself in a deficit situation
due tc tie shrinkage of funds. Such a situation has befallen
the social security program in the United States. If this
problem exists, then a careful actuarial calculation with a
sufficient safe cushion should be made in setting up the
formula tc calculate the necessary benefit amount.
D. IfiE BETHODOLCGY
One method in measuring the fairness of a savings insur-
ance program is by comparing the present value of both the
contribution being paid every month, with the benefit amount
that would be received by the beneficiary later on- This
compariscn should reflect a measure of fairness- Ihe
purpose of this thesis is tc analyze the fairness of the
benefit provided by flBUM ASABEI to both the beneficiary and
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the insuxance company using the present value method. Ihe
result of the comparison is not the absolute fairness meas-
urement^ since PESDM ASABRI also bears other obligaticns
which shculd be taken into consideration.
Ihe lethodology csed in my thesis xs by:
a. Acquiring pertinent information on some cf the
company's major protlems through personal interviews with
some ccmpany officials.
b. Using the benefit schemes provided by the company
in their publication titled : Petunjuk untuJc Mendapatkan
Santunan ASABRI. £R€f. 6]
c. Hypothecizing and documenting what a career
officer Kould contritute to and gain from being a member of
the insurance program using the present value method
discussed in section C of Chapter IV,
Chapter II discusses the nature of insurance, particu-
Icirly the social insurance and its practice, which, in the
United States, is known as social security.
Chapter III discusses the nature of the social insurance
system for military personnel in Indonesia.
Chapter IV shows the structure of the present value
model, along with seme assumptions and simplificat icn it
assumes.
Chapter V will apply the present value model tc the
current ASAERI benefits scheme to evaluate its fairness.
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II- IBSUBA^CE: PEIVATE INSOBANCE AND SOCIAL IHSUEANCE
A- IBSOJANCE AHC ITS DEFINITION
One cf the greatest protlems that people face in life is
the daiigei cf loss or injury. It manifests itself in various
forms such as disease, disatility, death, unemployment,
fire, natural disaster, political chaos, war and all the
rest cf ar endless list- The danger comes to life uncer-
tainly £c that everytody bears a certain risk, thus creating
a feeling of insecurity. People have steadily sought ways
and means of avciding the threat of unexpected injury to
themselves cr others which results from tne existence of
these many risks. Insurance is the most universal and prob-
ably tie soundest scheme for avoiding or transfering risk
that has as yet been devised- £Eef. 7] The major value of
insurance is that it enables policy holders to eliminate
constant worry about the loss of their possessions cr tneir
health- To most pecple, uncertainty and insecurity are a
type of mental pain. Peace of mind may therefore be consid-
ered an intangible berefit provided by insurance.
Insurance may be defined in many ways depending upon the
standpoint from which it is viewed- £fief. 1] From the legal
standpoint, insurance is a contract whereby the insurance
company agrees to make payments to a party, should the .event
insured against in tie contract occur. Thus insurance may be
looked upon as a series of contracts whereby the insurance
company agrees to indemnify the insured against certain
losses.
The New York Insurance Law defines insurance as follows:
The term insurance contract shall be deemed to include
any agreenent or ether transaction whereby one party,
herein called the insurer, is obligated tc confer
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benefits of pecuniary value upon another party, herein
called the insured or beneficiary, dependent upon the
happening of fortuitous event in which the insured or
beneficiary has, cr is expected to have at the time of
this happening of such event, A fortuitous event is any
occurarce or failure to occur which is, or is assumed by
the parties to be, to a suistantial extent beyond the
control cf either farty. £Eef. 1J
From a social standpoint, insurance may be observed as a
method of combining a large enougn group of units to make
the less predictable- This method enables the individual to
obtain insurance at a reasonable rate and thus to protect
himself against the possibility of disastrous losses.
Piom the standpoint of an accountant, insurance may be
defined as a method of substituting a small certain loss for
a large uncertain loss. The individual suffers a acnetary
loss ty faying a small premium which he otherwise would not
have to pay. In return^ however, protection against the
possibility of a large loss will be obtained. The loss, of
course, may or may net occur-
Greene offered a definition of insurance, which covered
two major contexts :
1- as a legal contract, and
2« as a social or economic institution designed to
perform certain functions, as follows:
Insurance is an economic institution that reduces risk
by combining under cne management a group of objects so
situated that the agregate accidental losses to which
the group is subject become predictable within narrow
limits. It is usually effected by, and can be said to
include certain legal contracts under which the insurer
for consideration, promises to reimburse the insured or
render services in case of certain described accidental
losses suffered during the term of the agreement.
[fief- 8]
This definition stresses how the main economic function
performed by insurance, namely, risk reduction is accom-
plished- The word "usually" is to imply that not ail insur-
ance is effected by aeans of a legal contract. This is broad
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enough to contemplate various types of social insurance. Ihe
definition also refers to insurance as an economic institu-
tion, while its legal status is not important, since it can
he a ciartered insurance company, a private corporation, a
group of associated individuals cooperating in an insurance
venture informally, cr a governmental agency. It also refers
to "accidendal losses", because losses which are certain to
occur are not insurable.
An insurable risJi should possess the following charac-
teristics :
1. Ihe number of insureds should be large and should be
independently exposed to the potential loss, otheriiise the
risJc is not reduced sufficiertly to permit safe operation.
2- Ihe losses covered should be definite in time and
place to facilitate less adjustments.
3. Ihe chance of loss should be measurable, otherwise
the cost of the program is indefinite.
^. Ihe loss should be accidental from the viewpoint of
the insured- It is unwise to insure against losses which
the insured can bring about or against losses which are
bound to happen. Death, for example, is bound to happen, tut
the date of death is uncertain- £Re£. 8 J
Insurance is often referred to as an intangible since
the policy holder receives in essence a piece of paper
rather than a physical product. Because of the fact that
the benefits of insurance often lie in the future, people
tend to put off taking out the necessary insurance in favor
of purchasing articles which can be enjoyed immediately, for
this reason, insuratce companies have generally found it
necessary to employ agents to sell their products to the
public, Ihe purpose cf the agent is to explain policies to
the public and attempt to convince potential clients that
they will benefit frcn the purchase of insurance.
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B. PEIVilE INSDfiANCZ
lie classificaticD of insurance into private and scciai
insurances, can also be distinguished through its coverages
(Table I) The private insurance coverages are generally
divided into three major types :
1- fire and marine
2. Casualty and £urety
3. life
Private insurance plans generally possess the following
characteristics: [Bef- 9]
1- Ihe protection is voluntary, insureds must be scld on
the need fcr protection. As a result, some persons buy
either no protection or inadequate protection, and they
retain their freedom cf economic choice.
2. Ihe insurance contract is a legal instrument which
cannot be changed and which can be enforced in the courts.
3- Ihe cost of each individual's protection is deter-
ained on an actuarial basis. His benefit amounts and his
loss and expense producing potentialities are considered in
determining the price, for the price of the protection
should equal the expected ccst-
U. Ihe protection is provided by many insurers of
various types who ccjLpete with one another for insureds.
Competition forces the insurers to reassess their contracts
and prices periodically.
C. lEE 5CCIAL INSafilUCE
Ihe Cciniittee on Social Insurance Terininology offers the
following definition cf social insurance:
A device for poolirg of risks by their transfer to an
organization, usually governmental, that is required by
law to provide pecuniary or service benefits tc cr on
behalf of covered persons ufcn the occurance of certain
predesignated losses, [fief. 8]
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Ihe puifcse of social insurance is then to prevent economic
insecurity by pcoiing the contributions paid by covered
earners and their employers to provide protection a'^jainst
the less of earned income f or a portion of the insureds.
Ihe social insurance plans tend to be introduced when-
ever a social froblem exists which requires governmental
action fcr solution and where insurance methods are deemed
most appropriate as a solution-
A social problem is a condition or set of circumstances
that society, as a whole, finds repugnant or otherwise unde-
sirable, and for which the solutions are generally beyond
the ccntrcl of the individual. Examples are the problems of
crime, poverty, unemployment, mental disease, ill health,
dependency cf children or aged persons, economic privation
of a certain class such as agricultural workers, drug
addicts, industrial accident victims, and divorcees and
their families. Insurance is not an appropriate methcd of
solution fcr many of these problems sxnce the peril is not
accidental, fortuitous, or predictable. In other instances
insurance is perhaps feasible, but due to tne catastrophic
nature of the event (as in unemployment), private • insurers
cannot undertake the underwriting task because of lack of
finaccial capacity. Ihis means tnat if the insurance method
is to be used as a solution for certain problems, govern-
mental agencies must either administer or finance the insur-
ance plan.
Ihe justification for social insurance* then, lies in
the fact that some insurance tasks either cannot or are not
accomplished by private insurers without assistance from the
government. These tasks concern social problems which are
deemed tco important to ignore- £Bef. 8]
Ihe economic problems involved in social insurance are
sucli that governmental action is necessary to solve legal
difficulties, to supplement financing, to introduce
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compulsicD, to give organization, or to suppiy other ingre-
dients in a saccesssful insurance formula. Social insurance
has a lasic purpose of providing a certain degree of
econcfliic security tc members of a society against risks
wiiich are beyond the control of either the individual or a
group of private individuals organized for mutual protection
ty a private insurance company. Neither private agencies
nor the irdividual were able completely to meet successfully
the various problems leading to old-age dependency, ill
health, cr unemployuent. In an industrialized economy,
these prcblems are essentially beyond the power of any indi-
vidual tc solve. It is no longer accepted reasoning, for
example, that an individual is solely to blame for his unem-
ployment and should bear the entire cost himself. It is also
recognized that it may be beyond the power of the individual
to provide completely for his own old age because cf the
nature of the economy in which he earns his living.
Social insurcince has the further purpose of helping to
stabilize the economy in various ways and to maintain a full
employment level. Unemployment insurance benefits, for
example, have a recccnized stabilizing eff-ect in periods of
recession. If an employee without savings loses his jcb, he
does not have to go ex relief roles immediately, but perhaps
may only find it necessary to reduce nis standard of living
temporarily until a new job is found. If a community's main
source cf employment is cut off, the blow to business
activity is thus softened, although a new source of employ-
ment lust be found tc replace that which was lost. Hence,
social insurance will include all insurance arrangements in
which the government acts as the insurer, subsidizes the
operation, cr requires the insureds to purchase protection.
Social insurance differs from the most common forms of
private insurance in four important respects: [Ref- 9]
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1. Participation is compulsory for all eligible persons.
Ctiieriiise seme individuals would elect to be covered and the
policj otjective of a floor of protection for all members of
a defired group would be thwarted-
2. Ihe benefits are prescribed by law. There are no
contracts, and it is possible (but nighly improbable) that
the government will rescind the benefits in the future.
Periodic changes in the benefit structure are very likely
through changes in tie law.
3. Ihe system redistributes income in addition to
providing protection through a pooling arrangement. Ihe
lower income groups, the insureds with many dependents, and
the participants who were elderly when the system was inau-
gurated receive more benefits for their contributions than
most ether participants. If this were not true, it would be
impossible to achieve the public policy objective of a floor
of protection for all participants, since some insureds
would be unable to afford adec^uate protection. The benefits
are not eguitable in the private insurance sense, but they
are net meant to be. Other standards of performance have
teen deemed more important.
Ihe contribution rates are sciieduled, but the government
may and has revised the schedule periodically. Consequently,
bankruptcy is impossible as long as the government has an
effective taxing power, although it is conceivable that the
taxes may become unbearable. An individual's contribution
may vary yearly even though the tax rate remains fixed, for
the base {annual income) upon which the tax is levied may
fluctuate from year to year. The fluctuations may have
little or no effect en the benefits.
4. Ihe government system is a monopolistic system.
However, public pressure forces a continual reassessment of
benefits and contribution rates.
21
E€caus€ the tenefits and ccntribution rates may he made
non ccDtractual and ilexible^ and because the government has
the taxing power, seme risks which are non insuratle by
sound private insurance standards are insurauie under social
insurance programs- for example, Old-Age, Survivors, and
Eisability Insurance, as it presently exists, could net be
underwritten by a private insurer, as there are too many
unpredicta-ble variables in the program.
Another case in point is unemployment insurance, which
is net underwritten ty private commercial insurers because
they consider the chance of loss to be unpredictable and the
exposure units to be interdependent. However, some employers
have developed self-insured unemployment "insurance" plans,
D. SCCIAX SECOfilTY IB THE ONIIED STATES
1. Ih€ Social Se curity Act 1935
The Social Security Act was passed by Congre'ss and
became law en August 14, 1935. It was launched during the
great depression and was conceived then as a kind of social
insurance. Although never intended to be subject to the
strict actuarial standards used by private insurance
programs - in which accumulated premiums are invested, indi-
vidually accounted for, and contractually related on the
basis of equity earned to the benefits later payable - the
original old age and survivors social security plan, never-
theless, was seen as a modified form of that concept.
£Bef. 10] In general, social security has two major cbjec-
tives whose relative importance has changed from time to
time. First is the elimination of poverty through provision
of some ninimum income. Second is assurance of the mainte-
nance cf some specified fraction o£ previous incomes in the
event there should be an interruption or loss of earning
power,
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Ihe Social Security Act covers a number ox programs
which have the tasic objectives of keeping individuals and
xamilies frcm becoming destitute due to loss of earnings,
protecting elder persons against the expenses of illnesses
that could ctherwise exhaust their savings, keeping fanilies
together, and giving children the opportunity to grew up in




d. Kospital and medical insurance for the aged
€- Unemployment insurance
f . Public assistance and welfare services
:
1) Old age assistance
2) Aid to the blind
3) Aid to needy families with children
14) Aid to the permanently and totally disabled
5) Medical assistance
6) Material and child-health services
7) Services for crippled children
8) Child welfare services.
Ihough the Social Security Act is a Federal law, the Federal
Goverrment operates only the first four of the abcve
programs. The other piograms are operated by the States with
Federal cooperation.
Ihrcugh the federal-state partnership implemented by
federal grants-in-aid, assistance became available in
February, 1936 under the federal-state program fcr needy
persons in three groups of the population that in good times
as well as bad, have little or no capacity to earn their own
living - the aged, the blind, and children deprived of
parental support or care through the death, absence from the
home, cr physical or mental incapacity of a parent.
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Longei-range provisicES of the Act were designed to provide
insurance benefits fcr employees in commerce and industry
that would furnish a tasic income in old-age retirenent and
during limited periods of involuntary unemployment. Workers
were to pay a small percentage of their earnings up to a
specifi€d ceiling into a trust fund, and their employers
were tc contribute an eciual amount-
After the passage of the Social Security Act, the
predominant emphasis, until recently, has been en income
maintenance rather than poverty elimination. More attention
has been paid to raising benefits at tne upper income levels
than to making sure that the minimum benefits are indeed
adeguate to provide a standard of living above the poverty
line.
2. Ihe OASDHI Picgram
Ihe Olg-Age^ Survivors^ Disability, and Health
Insurance (OASDHI) program provides monthly benefits to
retired and disabled wcrkers and their spouses and children
and tc survivors of insured workers- It also provides Health
Insurance benefits for persons aged 65- and over, and
starting July 1973, for the disabled under age 6 5- Cld-age
retirement benefits were provided by the original Social
Security Act of 1935, benefits for spouses and children and
survivors by the 1939 amendments, benefits for the disabled
by the 1S56 amendments, and benefits for the spouses and
children of disabled workers by the 1958 amendments. Ihe
1965 amendments initiated the Health Insurance program,





A person builds protectiori under the OASDHI prcgiam
through worxing in eipioyment covered under various Sccaai
Security related legislation. Coverage is, in general,
compulsary. Contrihctions on wage and salary workers' earn-
ings up to a statutory maximuni each year are withheld and
matched ty employers. Self-employed persons pay contrihu-
tions en their annual earnings up to the same maximum as
employees, but at a higher rate. Contributions cf workers
with iDore than one employer are withheld and matched up to
the annual naximum by each employer. Self-employment earn-
ings cf wage and salary workers are taxable only up to the
amount ty which their wages are less than the annual maximum
taxable amount. Premiums are paid on a voluntary basis for
certain portions of the Medicare program. All contributions
and premiums are credited to the various trust funds that
are the sources of pa_j"ments for:
a. Monthly benefits, when the worker retires, dies,
or becomes disabled
t. Service benefits when eligible aged and disabled
individuals incur hospital or medical expenses
c. Vocational rehabilitation services when
disability benefits are being received
d. Administrative expenses for each program.
No funds are disbursed for any other purpose.
A number is issued to a person by the Social
Security Adainistraticn to keep a record of earnings and of
the benefits based cc these earnings. Taxable wages and
self-employment income are reported by employers and self-
employed individuals cind credited to the worker's record
under his sccial security number. £fie£. 12J
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^- 50§i Funds
funds net withdrawn ior current cash or service
JDenefits, the financial interchange, and administrative
expenses are invested in interest-bearing Federal securi-
ties, as required by law; the interest earned is also depos-
ited in the trust funds-
There are four separate accounts in the United States
Ireasury, in which the equivalent of taxes received are
deposited under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act, the
Self-Fuplcy iiient Contribution Act, and contributions under
section 218 of the Social Security Act dealing with coverage
of State and local government employees. In addition, any
sums received under the financial interchange with the rail-
road retirement account; voluntary hospital and medical
insurance premiums and transfers of Federal general revenues
are also deposited in these accounts. These four accounts
are:
a. Old-age and survivors insurance (OASI) .- The
trust fund used fcr paying monthly cash benefits to
retired- worker (old-age) beneficiaries and their dependents
and tc survivors of insured workers.
t. Disability insurance {Dl) .- The trust fund used
for paying monthly cash benefits to disabled-worker benefi-
ciaries and their dependents and for providing rehabilita-
tion services to the disabled.
c. Hospital Insurance (HIJ.- The trust fund used for
paying part of the ccsts of inpatient hospital services and
related postiiospital care for aged and disabled individuals
who meet the eligibility re guirements.
d. Supplementary medical insurance (SMI).- The trust
fund used for paying part of the costs of physicians*
services, outpatient hospital services, and other related
medical and health services fcr voluntarily insured aged and
disabled individuals- £Bef. 13]
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5- Cash Benefits
aonthl/ casii benefits under OASDHI are paid as a
matter of earned right to workers wao gain insured status
and tc eligible dependents and survivors of such workers,
Full^ insured status qualifies a worker and his faniil}' for
almost all benefit types on the basis of his social security
earnings credits. A worker who dies without being fully
insured may be currently insured, and his children and their
widowed mother would thus qualify for benefits. "Insured in
event of disability" status is required to qualify for a
disabled-worker benefit or to establish a period of
disability. A lump-sum payment is also payable on the death
of a fully cr currently insured worker. Certain persons aged
12 and over who do not meet the insured-status requirements
can qualify for small fixed-rate lienefits under special
transitional provisions.
Cash benefits are financed through contributions
from wages and salaries and self-employment income (except
for transfer of federal general revenues to finance military
and ether gratuitous wage credits and 'special* benefits).
Ihe cash benefit program is administered by the Federal
Govercment; there is no participation by private insurance
companies cr private pension plans. £Ref. 12]
Ihis chapter was intended to serve as a pcint of
comment information about social insurance as it exists in
the Qnited States. The next chapter will concern itself with
the direction that social insurance has taken in Indonesia
with emphasis on social insurance for the military
personnel.
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III. SOCIAl INSDBANCJ SYSTEM fOB THE MIlITAfil PEHSONNEl IN
INDONESIA
A. SCCIAl INSUEANCE IN INDONESIA
Id a developing country such as Indonesia, the rcle of
compulsory insurance i.e. social insurance, as an economic
institution is very important both for individuals as well
as for tie whole coniiiunity as an entity. First, it will
provide protection for the individuals, such as in old-age
pension, health, sicJiness, death and labor accident insur-
ance, which will give a feeling of security and welfare for
the enplcyees oi workers as well as their dependents, a
condition basically needed to increase personal produc-
tivity- Second, it will support and enhance the national
develcfment program, since the contribution gathered from
the members as premiun by the insurance company is a fcrm of
compulsory saving from the society, creating a potential
domestic capital fomation for the whole economic system.
Eeallzing the fact that people are not insurance minded
and aware enough of the benefits, while they have to be
protected, the Goverrirent of Indonesia designed a compulsory
social insurance for the purpose of the continuation of the
program, for each group of people in the society: the
civilian servants, the military personnel, and those who
don*t work for the government.
In comparison with the social security program in the
United States which covers various other kinds of benefit
catagories such as, the social insurance, public assistance,
and welfare prcgrans, the social insurance program in
Indonesia today covers only the first cat agory just
mentioned-
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B. SCCIAX INSOEAHCE POE THE MILITAEY PEESONNEl IN INDONESIA
1- Consider atiors and Missions
Seme of the important consideration in estahlishing
PEBUM ASAB£I separate irom PEEUM TASPEN are as follows:
a- The systeii will guarantee better management and
control (military way) so that they could provide tetter
benefits and faster service to the beneficiaries, since most
ox tie key positicES could be assumed by ex-military
persornel, who undoubtedly still possess their own interest,
furthermore , the cocpany's policy could still be controlled
by the Department of Defense. This is an important feature
in accordance with the policy of giving better soldier
welfare and maintaining high morale.
t. The systeiE will provide a prospective opportunity
for the retired military personnel wno would like to take
the jot in this company with all its side activities.
The main missions of PEEDM ASABRI are:
a. to pay all the benefits claim to the members or
the survivors as soon the benefit is claimed as possible.
b. to prepare and assess an actuarial calculation to
determine the feasible amount of benefits according to its
current financial ability.
c- to manage the contribution funds being collected
from members in such a way as to providing ever-increasing
amounts of tenefits possible.
2 . 3h€ Ac t u ar i al Calcu lation
Ihe actuarial calculation for a social insurance
program can be determined using two different approaches,
namely:
a. The prospective approach which, based on the
existing fund, determines the kinds and amount of the
2S
benefits which will te given to the beneficiaries in the
future-
i. The retrospective approach, which is to determine
in advance tiae kinds and amount of the benefits to te given
in the future, from which a calculation is derived tc find
the necessary amount of fund that should be provided in the
present time-
EEBUH ASABEI is using the prospective approach
because it is considered safe and sim^jle- In this relation
the aEount cf the benefits which can be given to the current
members as well as the future ones mainly depends upon the
amount of funds which can be provided at present for that
purpose. Because cf this adopted approach, providing
generous funds at present becomes one of the most icpcrtant
program for the compary. £Bef. 14]
Ihe government regulation states that the membership
for fI£U£l ASABEI is compulsory for all military personnel
and civilian working in DOD , while the contribution is regu-
lated by the Presidential Decision No 56, 1974, which states
that 10% cf the gross salary should be contributed to the
progran to te distributed as follows: [Bef. 15]
a. 4,75% for retirement insurance
t. 2-00% for health insurance
c. 3.25% for social insurance
Ihis contribution is withheld and transfered into PEfiOM
ASABBI. In practice since 1976 PEBUM ASABEI has always
received in advance the money from DOD, as large as 3.25% of
80% from the approved personnel payroll budget, for each of
the incciing budget year- This is based on past experience,
that the budget proposal by DOD is always higher than the
actual payroll, so the rest will be reconciled at the end of
the budget year based on the real personnel payroll. It does
not mean that the rest is always 20% of the approved payroll
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hudg€t. Hcst of the time it is zero- £Ref. 16] This finan-
cial arrangement, though, is considered very favoratle for
the ccmpany, since tiey can develop the fund vastly in what-
ever way they decide. With a secure inflow like that, the
company car set a program and manage the unused funds in the
most cftiaal manner, and in the most profitable and secure
way pcssinle.
Considering that the memiiers contribute 3.25X from
their grcss salary every month, within 30 montns they will
have paid a contribution as large as 100% of the monthly
gross salary. Assuming other things remain constant, namely
no changes in pay rate and the contribution, in every ctier
30 months the benefits scale should be fairly increased by
at least one month of take home pay, even if the interest
factor were ignored.
- • 3^€ Current Investm ent Policy
a. Ihe Sources of the Investment Funds
1) Ihe sources of the funds available to be invested
are the coitribution from the members collected through DCD,
in addition to the returns froni existing investment.
2) The amount of the contribution received from the
members are:
a) 1.25% of grcss pay^ when ASABEI was first
estatlisled in 1971.
t) 3.25% of gross pay, since 1975
b. The Principles of Investment Policy
1) from the time PEEUM ASABfil was established, they
have tc tear obligation to pay the benefits to the members
who have retired since August 1, 197 1 and to those who
retired before then tut have not received the benefits fiom
PESUW lASPEN.
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2) Di^on its establishment, the funds being acquired
ty PiEOM ASABfil amounted to Rp. 339. 824. 968 ,54 consisting of;
a) The cash value from PEkU'A lASPEN
= Ep. 109. 824. 963,54
t) Appropriations from Directorate General of
Budgetting = Ep -230 . 000. CCO, 00
lotal = Ep. 339 .824.968,54
3) Considering the limited amount of funds that
could be accumulated at that time relative to the otliga-
tions to be fulfilled, from the early days the investment
policy was directed toward the investment type that can meet
the fcllcwing coiditiccs:
a) Quick yielding investment, meaning a shcrt
term investcent
b) liquid, meaning that the investment can be
transfered to monetary form instantly
c) Low possible risk
d) Giving return of investment at least to cover
its operating expenses,
4) Ihe company avoids the sort of investment bearing
speculative factors. On the other hand, they realize that
such prefered investment with those prime qualifications
would be limited in existence and giving a lower return
compared to some risJiier type of investment.
5) In a further development, the investment policy
should be in accordance with the directions designated by
the financial Minister's Decision No. 351/MK/IV/l 975 dated
April 7, 1975 regarding the funds to be invested by the life
insurance company in Indonesia, which can be planted only in
the field of: £ fief - 17 J
a) Time Deposits




€) Bonds ard Securities.
Nevertheless/ the princii/le policy on investment
ieing af jlied so far is the safety of the investment itself,
tecause all the funds being invested along with all their
returus telcng to the members, which should be paid back at
a later time as a benefits scheme.
c. Based on the above arguments, the forms and types
cf investment currently being applied are:
1) The time deposit becomes tne type of investment
being widely applied since the early times, because this is
the CDly type that meet both requirement mentioned in
subsection 3-b,3) and 5).
i) Guided by the Financial Minister's Decision, the
mortgage loan transaction sporadically had been applied with
the third parties, where PEBDM ASAB^I could obtain fixed
returrs which were iigher compared with the time deposits
rate available at that time-
3) Besides these discussed above, investment in the
form ef buying lands was also iiade. Land investment dces'nt
give mcnthly returns, but the ever increasing land price
gives the promise of a one-time big profit whenever teing
resold at a later tine.
4) Starting in mid 1978, investment program in
buying prcmissor} notes which were issued by monetary insti-
tuticDS ether than tanks were developed with the following
considerations: :
a) Ihe promissory notes' rate of interest is
iigher thac the time deposits.
b) The characteristics of the time deposits can
te found in promissory notes-
c) The promissory notes can meet the short term
liquidity demand, sicce the period of time can be arranged
between a week and three months.
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5) In accoroance with the issuance of the Finarcial
Minister's Decision No 313/aK/VII/1 979 dated July 13, 1979
whereas PEEUM ASABfil was stated as a legal entity eligihle
as a purchaser in the stock market, the company had tried to
diversify its funds through the stock market starting in
Decemter 1979 with tie following considerations;
a) Adapting the principle of spreading the risk
in investment-
t) Buying stocks, tesides earning dividend, also
gives the opportunity for hedging against inflation tecause
of the possibility in capital gain whenever being resold.
c) The government regulation related to the stock
market tends to protect the investors' interest, so that
investing funds through stock market is fairly safe.
As a follow up of investing funds through the stock
market PIEOil ASAEfil has been purchasing and reselling stocks
of the companies having gone public. At the present time, in
addition to stocks, the certificate ox PT.DANAEEKSA and
bonds issued by the government-owned companies or joint
private and government company are also available in the
market.
4 . lie Inv est ment Returns
a. Bate of fieturn.
Ihe investment returns which could be acquired by
PESUM ASABEI from the above mentioned investments were basi-
cally determined by the rate of returns provided by the
related investment outlets. In other words, the rate of
returns that can be obtained is given, meaning that EEEUM
ASABEI and ether investors in general can not influence the
rate because the rate mechanism is determined mainly by tie
government through its official banks.
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h. Time Deposits Offered by Government and Private
Nationcl EarXs.
1) From the time PE£UM A3ABRI was estatlished in
1971 until May 1S83, the rate of interest froii time deposits




Ihe Bate o f Interest of the Government Banks
Deposit Period 1S71 11:-28-74 1:-13-77 Until Mai 83
'
211 Months 30? 245? 18% 123b
1£ Months 2HJi 213? - -
1
12 Months 1831 15X ^2% 9%
1
6 Months 15^ 1235 9% 6%
2 Months 12^ S% 6% 2%
After the new banking policy was announced on May
31, 1983, the deposit rate of interest at the government
tanks tended to follow the deposit rate of interest at the
private national banks. To what extend this tendency would
go can not be anticipated. In fact, until about the middle
of 1S76 PEBUM ASABIil could not enjoy the high rate of
interest from the time deposit of 18 and 24 months, because
the funds available at that time could only be deposited for
the naxinum period of 12 months- Tnis was because of the
following reasons:
- The contributions were transfered from DOD once in
three months, and sccetimes even delayed, which means most
of the funds could be only possible deposited for the period
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of 3 to 12 months ccLsider ing the/ should be acting as the
liguidit/ tumper for the vacant months.
- Kith the contritution of only 1.25% from the take-home
pay, the funds being gathered was relatively small, so that
almost inpossible to deposit them in period of more tnan 12
months- Accordingly the rate of interest being enjoyed
between 1971-1975 was between 9X-18$i per year.
2) In accordance with the letter of the Chief of
Staff, DOE for Adiinistr ation No B/550/II/I/SI1IN dated
february 6, 1981 to make a trial investment for the funds in
bonafide private national banks, PERUM ASABEI was encouraged
to deposit its funds in selected private national banks.
Ihe interest rate in private national banks between 1980 and
1983 was stable enougii, varying between 18%-18- 5% for the
deposit period of 12 nonths . This interest was more atrac-
tive compared with tie rate in the government banks bearing
only S3? for the similar period of deposit.
c. Ihe Rate of Interest cf Promissory Notes.
Ihe utilization of the funds through promisscry
notes and non banking institution began from middle cf 1978.
Ihe interest rate of promissory notes sometimes bear a wide
fluctuation, because they form as an instrument in money
market for the short period of time, for the maximum of six
montJis. Accordingly the interest rate was determined at the
time the notes were purchased using existing market-rate.
Nevertheless, within the last three years, until
ilarch 1963 (just before the rupiah devaluation) tiie average
interest rate of prooissory notes varied between 1755-19^ for
the three month- period. This means that until March 1983,
tie interest rate of promissory notes was much higher than
the interest on those provided by the private national
tanks. Considering the characteristics of promissory notes
as a short period outlet, the utilization of funds through
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this instrument will also meet the very short li-aUidity
demand-
d. Securities.
1) Marketable Securities. Income from tiie posses-
sion CI securities kncwn as dividend usually ccurred twice a
year. lie amount of the dividend is not fixed, depending
upon:
- the amcunt ox profit being obtained by related corpora-
tion.
- the pay-out ratio, the corporate policy in determining
the portion of net income distributed to the shareholders as
dividend.
This is fully understandable, since each company has
different policy in planning their future program.
TAELE III
Ihe Bate cf Dividend given bj 13 Corporations
_ Semen Cibinong 14.969J
— F.T. Centex 25-75??
— E-A.T. Indonesia 13-54%
— lifice 17.46^
— Eichardson Vicks Indonesia 20-44%
— Good Year Indonesia ^Q.88%
— Merck Indcresia 17,63%
- Unilever Indonesia 16.77%
— Multi Bintang 14-64%
— Eata 18-03%
— Unitex 12-00%
- Eayer Indcresia 17-35%
Sucaco 11-81%
Ihe yearly average rate of dividends given by the 13
different corporations which already went public are as
shown in Table III .
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Ihose i;erceiitages of course, would be smaller if th€ shares
were tougit from s€cciidar;y irarxet, since the secocdary
market usually offered a higher price compared with the
f)riiaary aarket. As a result, in addition to that benefit,
if they sold these marketable securities through the secon-
dary larket, they would obtain capital gains, that is the
positive difference between the purchasing price and the
selling price.
2) Ihe certificate of FT DANAREKSA. PT DANAEZKSA is
a govcrniient owned ccapany based on Government Regulation No
25, 1S76 and the Presidential Decision No 52, 1976 with its
mission of purchasing marketable securities of the going
public ccrpcraticn ficm the primary market for the purpose
of making profit and stimulating the capital market, and
later selling certificates to public so that the public
could also enjoy the distributed profit being obtained.
Ihe certificate of fl DANAREKSA consists of two
kinds;
Certificates which are supported by single
corporation securities, such as the certificate for PI SEilEN
CIBINCNG securities, or certificate for PT B-A.T. etc.
- Certificates which are supported by multiple
corporation securities or promissory notes.
Ihe certificate of PT LANAREKSA appears to be a very
liguic outlet of investment, since PT DANAREKSA guarantees
to repurchase those certificate anytime, which in practice
can be done either by PI DANAREKSA or the government banks
as its agents, with the price Deing announced every week
with the warranty of at least as its nominal price. Until
now each series of the certificate gives the dividend of 2 x
Rp.90C, cr Rp. 1800, a year, which means bearing an interest
rate cf 18% from its rominal price.
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e. Eonds.
Since feiruarj 1983 the Indonesian capital market
has iecn crowded Ly the bond emission of PT JASA MAEGA,
followed by the bonds of BkPlUDO in March 1983 and the tonds
cf PI PAIAN SEJAHTEfiA in June 1983. Different from securi-
ties that provide varying amount of dividend, bonds give a
fixed interest until their maturity date. Ail above
menticned bonds have a 5-year period with a similar fixed
interest of 15-5% a ycar-
f. Other outlets.
Ihe developmert of funds through mortgage and credit
loan being done so far has been giving interest rate as it
is applicable in the spot market, i-e around 18% a year-
-• I^§ Composit icn of the Invested Funds
Until 1977, about 90% of the invested funds were in
tie form of time deposits at government banks. Only a small
portion were invested on land and mortgage with a third
party.
Since the middle of 1978, investment in promissory
notes started. Since the end of 1979, investment in capital
market begun. And since 1981, until September 1982, the
investment in time deposits through the private national
tanks was also being done.
from the confositicn of the invested funds since
1975 until now, it can be observed that time deposits are
the majcr dominant icvesting outlet of PEEUM ASABBI. From
the overall outlook, almost 31% from all the investitle
funds were planted in the form of current investment, i.e
time depcsits, promissory notes, marketable securities, and
mortgage with the third party.
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Ihe investment compcsition as is shown in latle IV
is the ccni|.any»s implementation of the Financial Minister's
Cecisicc No 351, 1975 with the consideration that:
a. Time deposits give monthly interest within a
relatively long pericd (more than 12 months) , so the funds
not distributed can ie deposited in this form, providing the
safest way of investnent.
t« Promissory notes being applied are the most
current concession besides giving a relatively high
interest.
c- Marketable securities perform a flexible invest-
ment^ because they car be used as shorty medium, as well as
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with the sort of investment as mentioned above, the
position 01 the invested funds and its returns every year
can te seen in TaiDle V from whicn one can ocserve the posi-
tion cf the funds since its inception; { omit year 1971 )
- Ihe invested funds have increased 37 times
- The investment returns have increased 55 times.
As a putlic enterprise, PERUM ASABfll should ne managed with
business principles, meaning that ail expenses should be
covered ty its income^ or, in other words, no deficit should
cccur-
Irom Table V one can analyze that the returns on
investment done by PIBUM ASABEI, from the year of its estab-
lishment, has always been increasing in amount, along with
the increase of the investible fund- This was made possible
by ti3€ fact that the expenditures (benefits and non
benefits) have always been lower than the collected contri-
butions from the members, Ihe difference, together with the
returns of existing investment, can be accumulated,
resultijig in an ever increasing invested funds.
It can also be observed that the benefits being paid
each year is always lower than the contributions being
received. This means that the existing actuarial calculation
has been done very conservatively, because in a sccial
insurance principles, a strong established funds should be
created in early years, in order to be able to meet its Icng
range obligation, which certainly will always be growing.
Ihe percentage of the benefits payment to the
contribution received from 1979 until 1982 was always
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C. Ihl EEMEFIT SCHEBIS
1- Ih^ Type of Eecefits
Ihe typ€s2 of benefits provided by PEEUM ASAEEI
consist cf;
a- lump-sujn payment benefit ( Table VI)
i. Cash value benefit { Table VII and VIII )
c. Eeath risk benefit ( Table IX)
d. Eurial conifensation ( Table X)
z « Ih^ Rights of the Beneficiaries.
a. Those meirbers of the military personnel and the
civilian personnel cf DOD who leave with the right of
retirement dated since August 1, 1971 or thereafter, will be
given the lump-sum payment benefit.
t, Por those members who terminate the employment
because cf death within their active duties since August ^,
1971 cr thereafter, their survivors will receive:
1) Death risk benefit
2) Cash value benefit
c. Those menbers enrolled as civilian of DOD as of
July 1, 1915 or before, having reached the maximum year of
enrollment upon which its time of retirement will be less
than 12 years of memtership, will be given the cash value
benefit.
d. Those members who terminate employment without
the right cf retirement plan nor because of death in active
duties, cated August 1, 197 1 or thereafter, will receive the
cash value benefit.
2The main sources of this section is: *Petunjuk untuk
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lump-sum Pa^icent Begeflt (Table VI) :
Since PEBUM ASABRI was estaJDlished, the lumf-sum
payment tenexit has teen reassessed Live times to meet a
higher compensation cf tne members being retired irom the
service.
At the early stages^ PZBUM ASABEI differentiated the
amount according to the groups. When it was established, the
amount of Rp.24.000, was used as the basic calculation:
1 X fip.24.00C, for the Enlistedmem
2 X Ep.24.000, for the Petty Officer
3 X Rp.24. OOC^ for the Junior Officer
4 X Rp-24. 000, for the Senior Officer
5 X Sp.24-00C, for the flag Officer
later the basic calculation for the amount is the
last gross pay, based on the payscale which is already
differentiated according to the ranxs or groups, Sc if the
payscale is well accepted, then the amount is determined by
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Cash Value Benefit (Tatle VII and VIII) :
Ihis benefit is designed for those who:
1. Terminate work from the service without having the
right cf retirement flan.
2- Terminate worJc because of death while in active
duty.
fieassessment have been made many times to meet the
fair value of the benefit for the members terminating from
the service. The reassessment is also important to he in
harmony kith the change being made for the lum^-sum payment
benefit.
Some variables in the formula are being used tc maXe
a reasonable calculation- Those are:
a = the annuity, the amount of contribution teing
paid
X = the age of member when assumed the membership
n = the contribution period being done
m = the period between x and the minimal age of
having the right cf retirement plan according to each
member's group in rark.
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leath Risk Insurance and Burial Coffijjensation
Benefits (Table IX)
:
liiis table shows the development of tne ccmfanj's
policj in providing the Deatii EisX Insurance and the Burial
Compensation Benefits.
- formerly, fchen a memter died, the dependent will
obtain DEI and BCB at the amount for tne respective rank, in
the table. The death could happen either within his active
or retirement period.
- later, since 1 April, 1977 the Death Risk
Insurance Benefit was only given to the member who died
before terminate from work. DRI is combined with the Cash
Value Benefit.
The Burial Compensation Benefit then is given to
members who died in his retirement status (Table X) . Hence,
this program is given combinedly with the lump-sum payment
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Having completed our discussion of the finarciai
positioE of PEEUM ASAERI, and all benefits provided hy the
company, the analyses of the benefit system will depart from
those abcve discussion. The next chapter will introduce the
present value model as a method to be used for calculating
the contribution paid and the benefits received by the
ioembers.
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IV. THI PEES E NT VAIOE MODEl POB THE BENEFITS CAXCUIATION
Sccial change will to some extent unavoidably nullify
the theory or analyses made with regard to a static situ-
ation. The insurance program under examination emtraces a
length of time and sccial change may influence what are at
cne pcint fitted conclusions. For that reason some assump-
tions should be made in analyzing the social insurance
systei as it presently exists.
1. It is assumed that the payscale will not change.
Although in reality there will be some change in payscale
due tc a fluid econcnic conditions, such changes will be
reflected in the contiibutions and benefits proportionally.
Furthermcre the chances in payscale can not be anticipated
in advance, so a calculation can not be made without this
assumpticn-
2. It is assumed that the payscale being applied rcw is
considered fair and is fully accepted by the members. It
means that each group on the payscale has no complaint about
the scale as a merit system. It is also assumed that the
policy maker believes the same and that no significant
change will happen in the aerit system. This is important
because the basic benefit calculation being used by PEEUM
ASABEI is the current payscale. The reason for using a pays-
cale aeasure to determine the benefit amount rather than
using a fixed monetary amount is to avoid the inflationary
effect which will harm the value of benefit, if a fixed
monetary amcunt is being used.
3- It is assumed that the interest rate in Indonesia is
12%. Although the real interest rate of the government
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tanks varits arcund 12% while the interest rate for the
saving account in connercial hanks is atoat ^8%, the social
insurance prograi is not a pure saving program. For the
sake cf this analyses, the interest rate of 12% as was
offered by the government tanks for period of 24 acnths
(Tatle II) is being applied for the whole period of calcula-
tion.
E- SIMfllFICATIOMS
1, Which Benefit is the Otject of Analyses? Since there
are fcur kind of benefits provided by PERUM ASABHI, it is
important to reduce and limit the scope ty choosing a
specific tenefit as tte object of analyses. The main issue
is what will happen tc the members later on as far as their
insurance prograi is concerned?
a. Members may die during their active duties. In
this cas€ PEiUM ASABiil would provide them with:
1) Cash Value Benefit (Table VII and VIII)
2) Death Bisk Benefit (Table IX)
t. Members prctably would survive and retired after a
certain length of time in the service. In this case PERUM
ASABEI wculd provide them with:
1) Lump-Sutt Payment Benefit (Table VI) , upon the
retirement cate.
2) Burial Compensation (TaiDie X) ^ when they die
after retirement.
c. Members may resign or quit from the service before
earning the right of retirement plan and, according tc the
insurance's chapter, PERUM ASABRI would provide them with
cash value tenefit. Those members who resign from the cili-
tary are not significant in number because if they resign
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tefor€ they are eititled tc retirement benefit, their
service will be meaningless xor their pension plan. i^embers
who resign are probably do so ior the following reasons:
1) Do not fit into the military life
2) Comnit a crime resulting in heavy disciplire
3) Unsatisfied with their current assignment or
career.
Whatever the reason cf their resignation, those members will
obtain cash value becefit. Ihe amount is calculated based on
the contribution paid to the company during their tine spent
in the service-
Since the calculation of the cash value benefit given to
the members who died or resign from the service is based
mainly en the length of their contribution payment, the
benefit taJces the term of a saving program to compensate
them for the discontinuity of the program. Therefore the
amount of cash value benefit given to beneficiaries is equal
to the value of the members savings until that time. This
fact does not affect the formula being used in calculating
the cash value benefit and therefore does not influence the
faircess ccnsideraticn.
The death risk benefit given to members who died while
in active duties is really the benefit given away by PEEUM
ASABEI. This is the real risk born by the company. The
higher the amount of death risk benefit, the better it will
be for the survivor. A significant amount of" this benefit
will be a real help for the survivors. On the other hand,
the higher the amount of death risk benefit, the heavier the
burden being carried by the company. Since death risk
benefit is a give away benefit, it is unreasonable for
members to argue the fairness of this benefit. This study
again will assume tie death risk benefit is sufficiently
fair, except that the company differentiates the benefit
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multiplier ior the different scale groups. As the payscale
is already differentiated among the groups, it is not neces-
sary to differentiate the multiplier on tne death risk
lenef it.
Ihe lump-sum payment benefit, combined with burial
compensation, will be received by most of the members cf the
program, since the survivor and retired members are tne
largest beneficiaries of this insurance program. Every
member expects to survive and retire. These individuals
represent the vast majority of plan members. Therefore the
focal analysis of this thesis will be on the calculation of
the luip-sum payment benefit and the burial compensation.
That is related with the function of P£EUM ASABBI AS the
saving insurance program.
2. For the purpose of simplification, the inflation rate
will net be considered in this calculation. Although this
simplification will favor the company, the idea being used
are as fellows:
a. Part of the inflation has been covered by the
interest rate being used.
b- Part of the inflation will be hedged by the
increase of payscale, which is assumed to be unchanged for
the reason given above-
for these reasons the inflation rate, which in fact reached
9.7% in Indonesia in 1932, should be excluded from the
calculation.
3- Members will te in the service between 20 years and
32 years for officers, and between 20 years and 28 years for
the enlisted and petty officers. This simplification is made
based on the minimal and maximum ages for the military
retirement plan, which will draw the most population lying
between those ranges.
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4. Iromotion will basically follow the normal ^attern^
careeX/ where in this study members are grouped as fast,
mediutt and slow i:romot€d personnels durinL,' their career, so
that a certain pay/pxcmotion for jiembers can be plotted and
calculated easily. Ihe factual discrepancy will not nullify
the result because alnost all career will lie in between the
slow and the fast pronotion plans.
5. Ihe analysis will use the base pay, instead of the
gross faj, in its calculation. Hence the marital status of
the members is ignored. In reality, almost 100% of male
military personnel get married during their career, while
some of the female cilitary personnel stay single. Ihe
spouse allowance is 5% of the base pay, while children
(maximum of three) will get allowance of 2.5% each- The
increase in take hcne pay as a result of marriage will
increase proportionally the contribution paid, and later the
amount of the benefits received. Therefore, marital status
can be icnored in the model.
6. Although the life expectancy in Indonesia is 48
years, [Eef. 19] it is assumed that, on the average,
Indonesian nili-tary personnel will die in 10 years after
retirement and the dependent will obtain the burial compen-
saticn-
C, I£I HODEX
Eased on the above mentioned assumptions and simplifica-
tions, a model of a member of PEROM ASABBI having the obli-
gation of paying contribution and the right of receiving
benefits can be understood as follows:
3Keputusan MENHAKKAM/PANGAB No: KEP/A 8/II/1S72 tgl.
23-Pel:ruari-1972 tentang PokcX-Pokok Pembinaan Personil
Sukarela Angkatan Bersenjata Eepublik Indonesia. £fief. 18]
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1. A person enrclls in the military service on January
^, Year 0.
2. Be will autcnatically become the member of EEPUII
ASkBEl, and pay the contribution through his salary with-
holding ( 3.25% * grc££ pay every month).
3. He will stay in the service long enough to receive
his retirement benefit.
4. Rithin his career he will get some promotion which
will influence his pa}* scale:
a. Rank promotion.
b. Payscale picmotion.
5. Ihe monthly payment of contribution will be counted
±ack to January 1, each year using the monthly annuity due,
because the payment is made in advance, with the interest
rate of 12%, to find the yearly payment. The annuity due
factor is then = 11.368
6- Those yearly payment will be adjusted tc their
present value, using the present value factor with a 12%
interest rate. Ihe accumulation will be added to find the
present value of the contribution on January 1, Year 0.
7. Ey the end of his service, he will terminate his
contribution and will obtain the lump-sum payment benefit
which is 5 x last gicss pay. (The base pay will be used
instead). The benefit will be adjusted to its present
value, usiig the present value factor with 12% interest
rate, tc find the present value of the lump-sum payment
benefit en January 1,- Year 0.
8. latex on he will die, and his dependent will receive
the burial compensation of Ep.90.000, This amount will be
discounted to its present value, using the present value
factor with 12% interest rate, to find the present value of
the burial compensation on January 1, Year 0-
9. The present value of the lump-sum payment benefit,
combined with the present value of the burial compensation.
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will th€r he compared with the present value of the ccntri-
iuticii payment on January 1, Year 0- A key guesticn to be
examined is whether the two numbers match. If not, which
one is higher? Table XI shows how the present value method
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V. THE OS I 0? THE PBESENT VALOE MODEL
Id this chapter the model will be applied to a Eemher^s
contrituticDS and berefits to evaluate its fairness.
A. Ill CABEEfi PlTTEil
Id order to make a comparison between the present value
c£ ccntribution paid and the present value of tenerits
received by a member, a sample of one person joining the
service is designed. A career pattern of a hypothetical
officer Kill be exposed as an example as follows:
- Anyone wishing tc become an officer should pass through
one of tie officer training programs, such as the Indonesian
Armed forces Academy.
- Upon ccmpletion cf that training, he will be commis-
sioned as a 2nd Lieutenant with year base pay,
- During his career he will follow a promotion pattern
(table XII) based on the Minister of Defense Decree No:KEP/A
8/II/1972 dated Febr uary-23-1972.
- Eased on this pattern and payscale, one can describe the
pay/prcfficticn pattern of an officer as follows:
- Table XIII = The iay/Pr omotion pattern for a Slow Career
Cfficer-
aable XIV = The Pay/Promotion pattern for a Medium
Career Officer.
- Table XV = The iay/Promotion pattern for a Fast Career
Officer.
In reality the pattern may vary witn so many possibili-
ties. However, in the average, these patterns capture the
essence cf pay/promotion pattern of a vast majority cf mili-
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B. lEl ffiESENT ?A10i OF THE CCNTEIBOTIONS.
Eased on those pa^/promoticn taiaies for slow, mediua and
fast career officers, we can calculate the contrituticns
that he vould pay during his lilitary career as shown in the
following tables:
- lable X7I : The fresent Value of Contributions made by
Slow Career Officers.
- Table XVII : The Present Value of Contributions made by
flediui Career Officers.
- lable XVIII ; The Present Value of Contributions made by
Past Career Officers,
Fcr each of these tables, the calculations are as
follows:
CcluJLn ^, 2, and 3 are derived from the related pay/
profflcticn pattern tables.
Ccluan 4 is the ccntributicn paid monthly, i.e., 3.25% *
base pay of the year in each respective ranJc/payscale.
Cclunn 5 is tie present value of monthly payment,
discounted back to the value en January 1 of each year to
find the yearly payment, using annuity due factor 11.3 68-
Ccluiin 6 is the present value factor using 12% interest
rate being assumed.
Column 7 is the present value of yearly payment (column
5), discounted back tc the value on January 1, Year 0,
Cclumn 8 is the cumulative present value of contribu-
tions paid after a certain number of years in the service,
discounted tack to tie value ce January 1^ Year 0-
Using this table, the present value of the contribution
paid CI January 1, Year and all the related calculation
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C. lEE IBESENT VALOE OF THE BENEPITS.
Since the focal analysis of this thesis is coDcerning
those iihc wculd survive the military career and earn retire-
ment henefit, we must analyze the following benefits;
1. the lump-sum payment benefit, given upon the member's
retirement.
2. the burial compensation benefit,' given ufon the
member's death (which in this analysis is assumed to be 10
years after the retirement date)
,
As the earliest retirement time for members is assuned
to be 20 years after enrcllment in the military, the
benefits tables are developed as follows:
- Table XIX : The Present Value of Benefits for Slow
Career Officers.
•-• Table XX : The Present Value of Benefits for Medium
Career Officers.
- Table XXI : The Present Value of Benefits fcr Fast
Career Officers.
Fcr each of these tables, the calculations are as
follcvs:
Ccluin 1^ 2, and 3 are derived from the related pay/
promoticn pattern tables.
Cclumn U is the lump-sum payment benefit, 5 times of the
last year's monthly base pay-
Cclunn 5 is the present value factor using 12% interest
rate being assumed.
Ccluttn 6 is the present value of the lump-sum payment
ienefit (column 4) discounted to the value on January 1,
^ear C.
Column 7 is the present value factor for the burial
compensation, using 12% interest rate.
Cclumn a is the present value of the burial compensation
benefit (Ep.90. 000,) , discounted to the value on January 1,
Year C.
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Ccluflm 9 is the ccmbmed present value benefits of both
the iuiiii.-sun: payment and the burial compensation, discounted
to th€ value on January 1, Year 0.
Using this table, the present value of the benefits to
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E. IHE CCMIARISON OP THE P.Y.OF CONTBIBOTIONS AND BINEII^IS.
Iicm the figures cf the present value of contributicns
(TaJale X7I^ XVII, and XVIII) and the present value for
tenefits (Table XIX, XX, and XXI), a comparison can te made
iy a meiter of PZRUM ASABRI or any decision maker in evalu-
ating the fairness cf the contributions/benefits ratio,
lable XXJI shows the comparison between those figures and
the ratio between the benefits and the contributicns for
slow, medium and fast career officers.
It can te analyzed as fellows:
1. Ihe present value of tenefits a member will receive
is very lew compared *ith the present value of contributions
paid ty that member.
2. There is no significant differences in the ratio of
the tenefits and the contributions among the slow, medium
and fast career officer.
3- Ihe longer a member stays in the service, the smaller
the present value of tenefits he would obtain. The longer a
member stays in the service the larger the present value of
contritutions he would pay. Hence, the longer a member
serves in the service, the smaller the ratio of the benefits
and contributions in the present value calculation. This
evidence shows that the lump-sum payment benefit scheme
using a constant multiplier being applied (in this case 5)
is not iE line with the merit system, where the longer a
member stays in the service, the higher the benefit he would
obtained.
The idea discussed in Chapter III that in every 30
months a member will pay an additional of one month gross
pay, will be taken into consideration for further analyses.
It seems that multiplier for the lump-sum payment benefit
should be on based cf a graduated scale according tc the
length of service. A bas^ of multiplier to be used in a new
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lump-sum fajment should be created. As an example, assume
the current benefit scale will be applicable to members who
retired after 20 years in the service, we may increase the
multiplier for additional years of service, such as 12/30 *
gross pa;y = 0.40 grcss pay. Because of the 12% interest
rate teirg considered in this calculation, a rounded up of
0.50 grcss pay is suggested to be added to this new lump-sum
payment benefit for every additional year. It means if a
member retires after 21 years in the service, he will get a
lump-sum payment of 5.5 * grcss pay.
After 22 years he will get 6.00 * gross pay.
After 23 years he will get 6.50 * gross pay, and so on.
Osing this formula, new present value benefits tables
can be created as follows:
latle XXIII : lie New P.V, Benefits for Slow Career
Officers.
lable XXIV : The New P.V. Benefits for Medium Career
Officers.
lable XXV : The New P.V, Benefits for Fast Career
Officers.
By using tables of P.V. Contributions constructed earlier
(Table SVI, XVII, and XVIII) , we can combine those data and
create a new ratio table (Table XXVI) to see what will the
ratio lock like after the adjustment. The new ratio of
present value of benefits and contributions are still
decreasing from year to year, but it appears to be much
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VI. CONC 10 SIGNS AND ££COMa£NDATIQNS.
Ihe critical result of this study can be summarized as
follcKs:
1. It can be observed that from the company's financial
point of view (Table V) , PERUM ASABfil clearly has a stable,
growing and promising financial condition. As far as the
governmect continue tc regulate the membership contribution,
the company will have a guaranteed source of income and will
never go tankrupt. The future of the company's financial
conditiors will be at least as good as it is now if they can
maintain their careful investment policy as it is applied
now
.
2. PlfiUM ASAEfil dees not have significant future obliga-
tions/ since the kind of benefits provided by the company is
a single payment type benefit wherein no further obligation
exists between the company and the members after each
lump-sum claim is paid, except the burial compensation which
is provided upon their death. All of those obligations,
though, can be treated as a single year obligation. This
differs frcni the Social Security program where a continuous
payment is incurred monthly to the old age members until
their death, hence become a burden of its accuEuiating
future obligations.
3. The present value of the cumulative contributions
paid is ttuch greater than the present value of the benefits
to be obtained by a member who survives and retires frcm the
military service, Because of this significant discrepency
the amount of the benefits should be reassessed and
adjusted.
4. Ihe longer a member stays in the service the smaller
the present value of benefits he would obtain, on the other
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hand, the larger the present value of contribution he would
pay, and therefore the smaller the ratio of the benefits and
contributions would be- Fron the standpoint of a merit
system, this kind of benefit scheme is not a fair situation.
A new formula should be designed for a better system.
5. Ihe use of the last gross monthly pay as the basis of
benefit calculation is a logical one, since the gross pay is
part of the merit system. The benefit using a fixed amount
of money will need a fre-juent adjustment due to the infla-
tionary effect to the monetary value.
Ihe following r ecommemdations are presented, based on
the above conclusions that the amount of benefits should be
increased and the fact that the financial condition of the
company is strong;
1. Ibe current benefits scheme should be increased into
a certain amount that will net harm the company •s opera-
tional continuity.
2- Dsing Table V, the maximum feasable benefits (column
5) to be provided by the company is at least egual to the
contributions received by the company (column 4) . lie
company's operational expenses and non benefit expenses
(columji 6) can be covered easily by the company's investment
returns (column 3) fcr the years to come. Applying this
policy, the company could still reinvest the difference
between the current investment returns and the non benefit
expenses, in their iivestment funds. It is apparent that
the company does not need to rely on membership contribu-
tions to pay for operational and non benefit expenses. The
formula of the equation between column 4 and column 5 from
Table V is presented in Table XXVII It is obvious that the
benefit side should be increased by adjusting the value of X
(the multiplier to gross pay in benefit scheme) to equalize
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Ihe following reccmmendations are presented, considering
that the benefits provided by the company should be ic xine
¥ith the merit system.
1, Ihe applicaticD of giving similar lump-sum payment to
every meiiDer, regardless of the length of time being spent
in the service, should be changed. This kind of practice
will benefit the members who stay in the service for a rela-
tively short time orly. !Ihe longer a member stays in the
service the more benefit he should receive in exchange for
the higher contribution he has paid to PEfiUM ASABRI.
2. A formula tc determine the constant factor as a
multiclier to the gross pay in providing the new lump-sum
payment benefit should be designed- A method to find value
as the ccEStant number as shown in Table XXVII and lable
XXVIII is recommended-
It has been the purpose of this paper to sned a bit of
light on the highly complex and little understood system of
social insurance in Ixdonesia. If the preceding analysis and
recofliEendations have contributed one ioth to providing a
JDase for increasing that system's efficiency and fairness,
the author's efforts j»ere not in any way spent in vain.
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